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A team of scientists are studying space. "I think I found something boss Jerry," said Ethan. Ethan 
looked so excited about his discovery. "I saw Aliens," he exclaimed. "We need to go and 
investigate," Ethan stated. Boss Jerry told Ethen to call the team and tell them to report to base 
on Monday at 12:00 pm. Everybody went to sleep and the next morning was the meeting. Boss 
Jerry stated, "James do attendance." James took attendance and everybody was there in except 
for Chase. 
 
Boss Jerry needed Chase for the next mission. He told Ethan to go look for Chase. As Ethan 
went to search for Chase, boss Jerry followed him secretly. Ethan went to an ice cream shop 
and boss Jerry jumped out and asked him, "Why are you looking for Chase at an ice cream 
shop?" Ethan told boss Jerry that he had found Chase here before because Chase loved ice 
cream. Both boss Jerry and Ethan searched al over for Chase but could not find him. Finally, 
boss Jerry and Ethan gave up and decided to send Bob and Tom to space with Ethan instead. 
The mission was to go to space and find the aliens. Bob, Tom and Ethan took off to space the 
next morning. 
 
After 2 days of flying in space they finally landed on the moon. "Everyone will be assigned 
planets they are in charge of exploring," boss Jerry explained to the team. "Ethan, you will be in 
charge of Mercury and Venus. Bob, you will be in charge of Jupiter and Saturn. Tom, you will be 
in charge of Uranus and Neptune," he continued to explain. Ethan looked confused. "Who will 
go to Mars boss?" he asked. "DON'T WORRY ABOUT MARS!!!" boss yelled. "Just focus on your 
planets!" 
 
Everybody searched their assigned planets but noone found any aliens. "I swear Isaw aliens!" 
Ethan said. "But why can't we find them?" he asked himself. "Oh, I know! No one searched 
Mars!" he said. Everyone remembered how angry boss got when they asked about Mars. 
"Sometimes you have to break the rules," Ethan snickered. He flew towards Mars and after 24 
hours he finally reached the red planet. To Ethan’s surprise he saw an army of aliens following a 
leader. Guess who their leader was? It was CHASE! 
 
Ethan could not believe it. No wonder they could not find Chase. He continued to quietly listen 
to what Chase was telling the aliens. "Did they just say they are planning to attack Earth on July 
4th?" Ethan whispered. "Oh no! I must report this to boss right away. Maybe I will finally get 
that big, fat promotion for saving the planet!" he said as he took off. Ethan got Bob and Tom 
and they all headed back to Earth to tell boss Jerry about what they had discovered. 
Another 24 hours passed by before Ethan, Bob and Tom made it back to their base. "Boss!! 
Boss!! You might be mad that I went to Mars BUT I found out that Chase has an army of aliens 
on Mars and they plan to attack Earth on July 4th!" Ethan blurted. "I always had a feeling that 
Chase kid was up to no good," boss Jerry said while shaking his head. "Did you say July4th?" 
boss asked. "Today is July 1st! We only have 3days to stop this attack!" boss Jerry exclaimed in 
a worried voice. 



Bob had an idea. The aliens seem to always follow Chase. To stop the attack, they had to stop 
Chase. Without Chase the aliens would not attack Earth. "All we need to do is capture Chase 
and I have a plan," said Bob. "Chase loves ice cream. We need to fly an ice cream truck to space 
and trick Chase and capture him. Then we can throw him in jail and there will be no attack," 
Bob said. Everyone loved the idea and worked together to save the planet. 
 
Time was ticking away quickly. Bob flew an ice cream truck to Mars and blasted the music as 
loud as he could. "Is that an ice cream truck I hear?" Chase said while looking around with 
excitement. He finally spotted the truck and couldn't contain his happiness. "Aliens! Don't 
Move! Stay right here until I come back," Chase said firmly before he took off towards the ice 
cream truck. As soon as he got close to the truck, Bob jumped out and arrested Chase. "Your 
plan will not work today, Chase. You are going to jail,” Bob said proudly as he handcuffed 
Chase. 
 
The boys returned back to Earth and put Chase in jail. They had saved the planet. Ethan was 
going to get promoted. "Hey boss what are we going to do about all those aliens on Mars?" 
asked Ethan. "That's a mission for another day" boss Jerry said while laughing. 
 

TO BE CONTINUED...... 


